
Examining the link between language proficiency and 
preview benefits in Arabic is a compelling research area. 
Current studies in this field have iden=fied gaps, 
par=cularly in understanding how varying levels of Arabic 
proficiency impact preview benefits during reading. For my 
Neuroscience honors thesis, I aimed to address these gaps 
by inves=ga=ng whether language proficiency influences 
reading strategies based on morphological cues. 

We hypothesized that par=cipants would exhibit longer 
gaze dura=ons when the last leFer of the word root was 
manipulated, indica=ng a reliance on morphological cues 
akin to na=ve speakers. Discovering similari=es in reading 
paFerns between na=ve and non-na=ve speakers would 
highlight the rela=onship between language proficiency 
and reading skills, par=cularly relevant for second language 
learners. 

01: Par(cipants 
Par=cipants are not na=ve speakers of the Arabic language and are 
either heritage or educa=onal learners. 
02: S(muli/Masks 
Each target word will consist of a unique 3 leFer consonant root and 
will then be manipulated using 3 different previews: iden=cal, 1st leFer 
root segment change (RSC), and 3rd leFer root segment change (RSC). 
03: Apparatus 
Gaze dura=on and pupil movements were tracked using an in lab eye 
tracker.

Results
Individual Differences: 

Our study revealed a strong linear rela=onship between 
language proficiency and reading behaviors, par=cularly 
comfortability, among Arabic nonna=ve or heritage speakers. 
Comfortability, reflec=ng mo=va=on, anxiety, and self-
confidence, emerged as a more influen=al predictor of reading 
=mes than proficiency scores alone. Psychological factors like 
anxiety and self-doubt significantly impact language learning 
outcomes, highligh=ng the importance of subjec=ve measures in 
predic=ng reading performance. 
Gaze Dura(on: 

Analysis of gaze behavior using the invisible boundary 
paradigm with this popula=on yielded inconclusive results in first 
fixa=on dura=on. The paradigm's limita=ons became apparent, 
sugges=ng a need for tailored methodologies to capture nuanced 
gaze behaviors in Arabic nonna=ve or heritage speakers. Future 
research should refine measurement techniques to beFer 
understand language processing in this diverse proficiency group. 
Further Limita(ons: 

The study faced challenges due to a smaller-than-expected 
sample size (22 par=cipants) and the diversity of par=cipant 
backgrounds. The use of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) as 
reading material posed addi=onal difficul=es, given par=cipants' 
familiarity with regional dialects. To improve future studies, 
efforts should focus on standardizing par=cipant pools with 
similar linguis=c backgrounds and dialect familiarity for more 
controlled and meaningful research outcomes. 

Discussion

Findings underscore the critical role of subjective 
factors like motivation and self-confidence in 
language processing, highlighting the need for 
future research with larger, standardized participant 
pools to advance our understanding of linguistic 
processing among diverse Arabic-speaking 
populations and inform tailored language 
interventions.
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